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See the name! What kind of pastebins do you use? Messed around with some of Eira, Breg123s, and everything I find with Google search. However, not entirely content. (And god it takes a long time to remove the surgery after adding a bunch) What do you use and why? Page 2 32 Comments Group are one of the main building blocks in TSM and you will
need to understand them to get the most out of TSM. Groups are collections of items in World of Warcraft that you want TSM to be treated the same. You can check out Part 1 here and a full review of the series here. As part of the guide I'll show you exactly how I made my TSM charming group out of my guide last week. Operations We can not understand
the group completely without a little look at the operation. Surgery is the rules for treating elements in a group. The group may have multiple operations in some areas, for example if you want to place an item in several different stack sizes. This means that the way groups are configured is primarily based on how you want TSM to relate to your elements.
Creating a group Creating a Group is very simple. You simply open the TSM window by typing /tsm into the chat and go to the groups section. Then you click on the little round icon that appears when you hover over the base group, as shown in the screenshot above to make the nested group you just click the same character on the group you just did.
Normally, you want to give your group a name right away. There are tons of naming conventions out there. TSM will sort the group in alphabetical order, so you can add numbers first to get full control of the order. In this case, we'll just call it charming. To change the name, you select the group and then click the pen icon next to the name, as shown below.
Investing groups Creating subgroups can be very helpful. The main advantage of subgroups is that they inherit the default parent group operations. So if you want some groups to have the same mailing operation, but different auction operations can be done by separate subgroups. In the example, we make a charming group. We want to separate groups for
weapons and ring enchants as we may want to treat them differently. So to do this, we do one basic group called Charming. We then do two subgroups called Ring Enchants and Weapon enchants. At the end it will look like the screenshot below. Adding items to the group Once you have a group structure, you want it time to add items to your groups. The
easiest way to add an item to a group is if you have it in your inventory. You can then simply select it from a list of ungrouped items on the group screen. As you can see in the screenshot below, I chose one high level charm ring I have in my inventory. you click to add 1 item and it will be in the group. To get the rest of the items in the groups, we will use a
different method. The creator of the TSM Group, the TSM website has a great tool for quickly building groups. We will unite with a wowhead website to get all the other enchants into the group. First, we'll hiring a owhead at the database. We will look for items that have been added to the BfA and made charming. You can see the screenshot of the search
below. We scroll down to the pact enchants and choose all of them. Then you need to copy them. Next, we'll get to the creator of the TSM group. You insert a selection of wowhead directly into the box as shown below. As you can see in the lower box you know there is a string of imports. We will copy this and head back to TSM in the game. Now we'll go to
the import tab and select the charm ring group. Insert a line from the website into the box and click on the import and confirmation buttons. Repeat for weapon enchants We will repeat this for weapons enchants. Once again we scroll down to the arms oozing on the wowhead. The completed group is complete. We have done the basic structure and we have
all the elements that we want in the group. Next week we'll start adding operations to it! Part 3: Operation 101 If you want to level the gold solutions consider supporting my Patreon. Ahead of the August 27 launch, we wanted you all to know that TradeSkillMaster 4 will be available and operational in the WoW Classic! According to 4.8 TSM, the addon will be
loaded into the game for The Classic just as it does for retailers. You may have to choose the option to download out-of-date addons initially. When using TSM4 in Classic WoW, it's important to be aware of some restrictions, including price data. Blizzard has not yet provided any data to the Auction House API for the Classic, it is expected to be at launch
however it is still unknown whether they will ever be introduced. This means that TSM will not be able to provide any price data for your kingdom or region through Desktop App for Classic. This also means that you don't require an AppHelper addon when using TSM4 in a classic. With that in mind, we've made sure that support from both the auctioneer and
the auctioneer is being made, so if you had to scan the auction house in the game with any of these addons, you can use this price information in your TSM operations. We hope you enjoy reliving the memories of Vanilla WoW, or discovering the original game as it was in Classic WoW - all the while making enough gold for your epic grief with TSM! #1 09-062019, 07:39 AM (This post has been last updated: 04-07-2020, 06:45 AM by Phoen1x.) This is the only guide you need to fully customize TSM sniper operations and make it work in Classic WoW. Remember snipers always comes with risk, so make sure you have some idea of the prices of things or what you can do before you buy things and spend your
gold. Sniper can be a pretty lucrative way of making gold, especially now that people have no idea about The cost of items and TSM and similar addons do not have a historical price chart. Protip: If you're looking for historical pricing data from Vanilla private servers, check Website: This will help you make an informed decision and keep you ahead of the
curve when it comes to pricing items. For example, just looking at the price of Recipe: Savory Deviate Delight on AH my classic area in the EU, it is going for only 24 silver, but looking at the data from private servers these things go for as much as 180 gold. There are many such items if you want to devote time. This guide is written for goblins who want to
get a leg up over others, TSM will eventually make a more direct forward system to obtain dbmarket, dbregion, dbregionavg, etc. but, until these lines of import and operations do the job very well, since you are extracting data yourself using the TSM scanning operations mentioned below. I also went ahead and included a pretty comprehensive guide at the
bottom explaining how the sniper operation in TSM 4 works in Classic WoW and how you can customize my default lines to get this little edge over all the other snipers. I've looked at Google and there seems to be no setup guide at the moment for the Classic WoW TSM Sniper, so you can be one of the few if not just a sniper in your kingdom. Thus, this
guide is written only for intermediate TSM users. Don't PM me if you run into any questions when implementing this. Steps can be followed even by beginners who want to use TSM Sniper in Classic WoW. 1. Installing the minprice variable: Open the TSM user interface by typing /tsm into the chat window. At the top of the menu go to Settings. Select custom
sources from the left vertical menu. Add a new custom price source Change it from custompricea to minprice, enter the line below. Click enter once done. According to custom price sources, enter the import lines below and then click type. Line for custom price source: Code:max (min (DBHistorical, DBRegionMarketAvg, DBRegionHistorical), VendorSell)
Alternate line (this line will be much more picky on what it will show. DBMarket, DBHistorical, DBRegionMarketAvg, DBRegionHistorical, VendorSell) Make sure you have copied the line accurately, check if there is a line at the end. 2. Set up a sniper operation: Open the TSM user interface by typing /tsm in the chat window; At the top of the menu, go to
operations; Select Sniper from the left vertical menu and click on the #Default; In line with the user price below, the text box will replace the current value. Click enter once done. Replace all with the line below. (ifgte(Ifgte(PknkKalli, 1, minprice - ifgte (minprice, 250g, 80, ifgte (minprice, 100g, (minprice - 100g) - (80 - 70) / (250g - 100g) ifgte (minprice, 50g,
(minprice - 50g) - (70 - 60) / (100g - 50g) - 60, ifgte (minprice, 10g, (minprice - 10g) 10g) (50g - 10g) 50, ifgte (minprice, 5g, (minprice - 5g) ifgte (minprice, 1g, (minprice - 1g) - (30 - 10) / (5g - 1g) 10,0))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))/100), VendorSell - 1c) Make sure you copied correctly, remove any spaces at the beginning or end, and then click, copy in the notebook
first if you want or it will give you a mistake. If you get the wrong price error make sure the minprice is really saved, go back to Step 1 and check if you have a variable minprice saved in TSM. Wem /reboot in the chat as soon as it is done. Assign a sniper operation that you've just created for the Base Group and any other groups you want it to be a prima. The
operation assigned to the Base Group applies to all ungrouped elements. Now you can open AH, switch to the Sniper tab and run a ransom sniper scan. Sniper Scans will constantly scan the last page of AH, which contains a very recently placed 1-50 auctions over and over again, and it will inform you of any auction it sees that are listed below your sniper
price. 3. Getting values for items: Since TSM for classic WoW can't pull auction area data from the API (as Blizzard hasn't released it at the moment), you need to do a manual scan of the auction house to feed the TSM data. This can be done by team-tsm scanning in a chat. The impact section was before the changes to TSM4 were made. TSM4 now
automatically captures auction value from its app. 4. (Optional) Receiving notification in the background: Open the TSM user interface by typing /tsm in the chat window. At the top of the menu go to Settings. Choose Shopping/Sniper from the left vertical menu. Under Sniper Options - The found sound of the auction drop, select any sound you want. Make
sure WoW Sounds Options also selects a setting to turn on the sound in the background. Spread/reboot in the chat box after that. How does TSM Sniping work in Classic WoW? TL;DR: The line captures low-cost products that are listed at incredibly low prices and high-quality products that are listed at somewhat low prices. It also shows you the items listed
below their supplier price to make a quick buck. Sniper line will calculate the number between 0 and 80 and use this as a percentage of the minprice item (the custom source we created) the value we are willing to pay. The higher the value of the goods, the higher the percentage that we use. An item that has a minprice value of 500g, for example, will show
up as long as it gets placed at or below 80% of its value, so at or below 80% 500g and 400g. But an item that is only estimated at 5g will only show if it gets placed at or below 30% 5g and 1g50s. Which makes sense because you wouldn't want to waste time low-cost items with low margins. In addition to this, the sniper line will also always show you all the
items that get posted below their VendorSell price, and this will completely eliminate all gray quality items (unless they are listed below their VendorSell price). The idea is that we really really Don't want to miss valuable items when they get posted on the cheap, so we want to see them even if they get listed just below their minprice value. Then we can still
manually decide whether or not we want to buy the item. But for lower cost items we only want to get notified if they get posted very cheaply, otherwise, it's not worth our time to even mess with them and we don't want our sniper to get flooded with low cost items that aren't really big deals. How does TSM Sniping decide what percentage to use for which
item? The line uses 6 (percentage of value) pairs that look like this:1g 10% 5g 30% 10g 40% 50g 60% 100g 70% 250g and above 80% In addition to this, All items that are priced below the value of the first (cost of interest) pair, so below 1g, will use 0% - so items below 1g will be completely excluded and they will never appear (unless they get posted below
their VendorSell price). This means that an item costing 50g will show if it gets placed at or below 60% of its value and an item costing 10g will show if it gets placed at or below 40% of its value. Now you may ask yourself: But what about the item is estimated at 30g? There is no percentage determined for this value, is there? This is where the math of the
string stuff comes into play. The line dynamically calculates the percentage that should be used for any given value. Take, for example, 30g. Since 30g is halfway between 10g and 50g, it will use 50% as its interest because it is halfway between 40% and 60%. How do I change the TSM Sniper line? In case you want to set up a string to better meet your
needs, you can easily adjust the values of 6 certain pairs of values. Accordingly, the percentages for items with values between certain values will follow. Let's say, for example, you want to move (10g'40%) Up to 20g you can just change each 10g appearance in a row by 20g, for example. But things can get a little confusing if you want to change a lot of
values and percentages. So instead of changing existing values, you can use this line (it's not the actual TSM line): Code:max (ifgte (item, 1, minprice and ifgte (minprice, Value6, Percentage6, ifgte(minprice, Value5, (minprice - Value5) (minprice - Value4) (Percentage5 - Percentage4) ifgte (minprice, Value3, (minprice - Value3) / (Value3 - Value2) Percentage2, ifgte (minprice, Value1, (minprice - Value1) - (Percentage2 - Percentage 1) / (Value2 - Value1) - Percentage1, Percent0)))))))))/100), VendorSell - 1c) Just copy this line in textual of your choice and use Find a Replace replace the value and percentage of placeholders with the values and percentages you want to use. Values should be replaced
by actual gold values such as 250g, and interest should be replaced by simple numbers without a percentage symbol like this, for example, 80. Value1 represents the value of the cheapest value point, and Percentage1 represents the percentage that will be used for items of that value. Value6 represents the most expensive value, and Percentage6
represents the percentage that will be used for items of that value. The percentage is special. This is the percentage that will be used for items that are valued less than the value you replaced Value1. In the original line I use 0. So I exclude items with a minprice value of less than 1g, which is my lowest point value. To better illustrate how it works, here's a
table that shows that I replaced each placeholder to come to my sniper line: Value1 1g; Percentage of 1 '10 Value2' 5g; Percentage2 30 Value3 10g; Percentage3 40 Value4 50g; Percentage4 60 Value5 100g; Percentage5 70 Value6'250g; Percentage6 80 Also Useful: TSM 3 Imported Groups for Classic WoW Last Update: 6 October 2019 Changes:
Replaced previous sniper lines with a new one made by Billisonyxia Added more information on how the sniper works and how to customize it as written by Billisonyxia ------ I've written over 350 guides for World of Warcraft on this forum. If my content has helped you and you want to support me, please check the donate option at the top of the menu site.
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historical price of items. This guide is written for goblins who want to stay ahead of the curve, TSM will eventually make a more direct forward system to obtain dbmarket, dbregion, dbregionavg, etc. but, until these lines of import and operations do the job very well since you are extracting data yourself using the TSM scanning operations mentioned below.
I've looked at Google and there seems to be no setup guide at the moment for the Classic WoW TSM Sniper, so you can be one of the few if not just a sniper in your kingdom. Thus, this guide is written only for intermediate TSM users. But these steps can be followed even by beginners who want to use TSM Sniper in Classic WoW. 1. Installing the minprice
variable: Open the TSM user interface by typing /tsm into the chat window. At the top of the menu go to Settings. Select custom sources from the left vertical menu. Under the variable name, enter minprice, enter the line below. Click enter once done. According to custom price sources, enter the import lines below and then click type. Line for custom price
source: Type/reboot in chat as soon as it's done. 3. Getting values for items: Since TSM for classic WoW can't pull auction area data from the API (as Blizzard hasn't released it at the moment), you need to do a manual scan of the auction house to feed the TSM data. This can be done by team-tsm scanning in a chat. 4. (Optional) Receiving notification in the
background: Open the TSM user interface by typing /tsm in the chat window. At the top of the menu go to Settings. Choose Shopping/Sniper from the left vertical menu. Under Sniper Options - The found sound of the auction drop, select any sound you want. Make sure WoW Sounds Options also selects a setting to turn on the sound in the background.
Spread/reboot in the chat box after that. Thank you very much! Thank you very much good sir! Thank you so much for the sniper strings and thank you for that! Hank is up to you for it! Thank you for that! Thank you very much! Just watched as some guy at It sets it up. Thank you very much
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